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Abstract

This paper presents the MEDIQA-Chat 2023
shared task organized at the ACL-Clinical NLP
workshop. The shared task is motivated by the
need to develop methods to automatically gen-
erate clinical notes from doctor-patient conver-
sations. In this paper, we present our submis-
sion for MEDIQA-Chat 2023 Task A: Short Di-
alogue2Note Summarization. Manual creation
of these clinical notes requires extensive human
efforts, thus making it a time-consuming and
expensive process. To address this, we propose
an ensemble-based method over GPT-3, BART,
BERT variants, and Rule-based systems to au-
tomatically generate clinical notes from these
conversations. The proposed system achieves a
score of 0.730 and 0.544 for both the sub-tasks
on the test set (ranking 8th on the leaderboard
for both tasks) and shows better performance
compared to a baseline system using BART
variants.

1 Introduction

Telecare has experienced an exponential increase
in utilization since the onset of the COVID-19 pan-
demic, leading to the emergence of a vast network
of healthcare providers and patients Garfan et al.
(2021). We consider this to be a significant use
case within the Telecare domain, medical person-
nel often need to provide a concise summary of the
conversation they had with their patient in order
to ensure that a colleague is able to follow up on
the next consultation. Both patients and medical
professionals can use these summaries to refer back
to their interactions in the future. Unfortunately,
manually creating conversation notes after each
encounter consumes a significant amount of time,
and energy, and also poses challenges when done
at scale.

Recent advancements in Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) with large language models (LLMs)
like GPT-3 have shown promising results in their
ability to generate convincing natural language and

successfully solve tasks including classification,
answering questions, and summarization even in
zero-shot and few-shot environments Brown et al.
(2020). This makes them a popular choice as op-
posed to a pre-trained model, which needs to be
adjusted separately for each downstream task. In
this paper, we propose an ensemble of rule-based
methods, traditional sequence models, large lan-
guage models, and BERT-based models to develop
an automated system for generating these notes
from doctor-patient conversations. We also show
that few-shot large language models outperform
traditional sequence-to-sequence models in the set-
ting of limited data.

2 Related Work

Summarization is a crucial task in NLP, particu-
larly for extracting key information from multi-
speaker conversations. Various approaches have
been proposed for meeting summarization, such
as DialogLM Zhong et al. (2022), a pre-trained
neural encoder-decoder model. In the context of
medical dialogues between doctors and patients,
identifying symptoms, diagnoses, and treatments is
essential for deriving a medical solution. Song et al.
(2020) introduced the hierarchical encoder-tagger
model (HET) to specifically identify important ut-
terances in medical conversations for summarizing
medical conversations. Krishna et al. (2021) intro-
duced pointer generator networks for deep summa-
rization of physician-patient dialogues. Joshi et al.
(2020) introduced a variant of the pointer gener-
ator network that handles negations and imposes
a penalty on the generator distribution and Zhang
et al. (2021) fine-tuned BART models for summa-
rizing doctor-patient interactions.

3 Task and Dataset Details

The MEDIQA-Chat 2023 Ben Abacha et al.
(2023a) shared task has been developed to fos-
ter research in the field of automatic clinical note
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Figure 1: Pipeline for conversation to clinical note generation. Here, Si, Dt, St, CSi, and SSi are section texts
generated from independent models, dialogue from training data, section text from training data, central similarity
score for Si, syntactic similarity score for Si respectively.

generation derived from doctor-patient conversa-
tions. It comprises three tasks1, namely, Short Dia-
logue2Note Summarization (Task A) Ben Abacha
et al. (2023b), Full Dialogue2Note Summarization
(Task B) wai Yim et al. (2023), and Note2Dialogue
Generation (Task C) wai Yim et al. (2023). Our
work primarily focuses on Task A. This task re-
quires us to create a section summary, encompass-
ing both the section header and text, based on a
short input of a doctor-patient conversation.

The dataset consists of 20 distinct section head-
ers for each conversation, such as Medications, Re-
view of Systems, Past Surgical History, Chief Com-
plaint, etc. The training set contains 1,201 pairs
of conversations, each accompanied by their rele-
vant section headers and text, while the validation
set is composed of 100 pairs of conversations and
their respective summaries. Table 1 shows statistics
around the train/val/test data splits. Table 3 shows
a few snippets of actual training data containing
Section Header, Section Text, and doctor-patient
conversation.

4 System Description

In this section, we give a detailed explanation of
our proposed system2. We propose two separate
pipelines - one for section header identification
and the other for section text generation. We also
discuss our ensemble strategy and related intuition.

1Task Page: https://github.com/abachaa/MEDIQA-Chat-
2023

2Code: https://github.com/prakhar21/MEDIQA-CHAT-
2023-NewAgeHealthWarriors

Data Dialogue len Sec. len # Samples
Train 105.6 40.5 1201
Val 89.9 36.0 100
Test 100.0 - 200

Table 1: Dataset Statistics. Dialogue len, and Sec. len
denotes the average number of words at the Dialogue
and section level respectively.

Category Coverage Text
Allergy Incase of no allergies, reply with

keyword ‘no known allergies’
Fam/Sochx Incase of no family medical his-

tory found, reply with keyword
‘noncontributory’

Genhx Don’t forget to mention age and
gender of the patient, if present.

Table 2: Examples of Coverage Text

Finally, we output results from both pipelines to
generate final summaries.

Section Header Identification: The task of Sec-
tion Header Identification involves categorizing a
given doctor-patient conversation to the relevant
header from a list of pre-defined headers. Table 4
lists down all the available headers along with their
expanded form which we received as a part of the
task description.

We developed a 2-step strategy for detecting the
accurate section header for a given doctor-patient
conversation. Figure 1 shows the inference flow
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section_header section_text dialogue
PASTMEDICALHX Asthma. Doctor: How’s your asthma since you

started using your inhaler again? Patient:
Much better. I don’t know why I didn’t
take it with me everywhere I went. Doc-
tor: It’s important to carry it with you,
especially during times where you’re ex-
ercising or walking more than usual. Pa-
tient: Yeah. I think I’ve learned my lesson.
Doctor: Besides asthma, do you have any
other medical problems?

CC Burn, right arm. Doctor: Hi, how are you? Patient: I
burned my hand. Doctor: Oh, I am sorry.
Wow! Patient: Yeah. Doctor: Is it only
right arm? Patient: Yes.

FAM/SOCHX His brothers had prostate
cancer. Father had brain
cancer. Heart disease in
both sides of the family.
Has diabetes in his brother
and sister.

Doctor: Can you tell me about any dis-
eases that run in your family? Patient:
Sure, my brother has a prostate cancer.
Doctor: Okay, brother. Patient: My fa-
ther had brain cancer. Doctor: Okay, dad.
Patient: Then on both sides of my family
there are many heart related issues. Doc-
tor: Okay. Patient: And my brother and
sister both have diabetes. Doctor: Okay.
Patient: Yes, that’s it.

Table 3: Sample data from training set

of the Section Header Identification pipeline. In
step-1, we categorize a given conversation to its
section header using our Keyword lookup list. We
refer to this as ‘Keyword based Categorizer’ in the
diagram. We manually curated this list by going
through many examples of section texts for every
section header from the training data. If no section
header is identified in this step, we pass the same
conversation to the Bio_ClinicalBERT Alsentzer
et al. (2019) model, variant of BERT Devlin et al.
(2018), which we had fine-tuned on our dataset
of conversation and section header pairs. Please
refer to Section 5 and 6 for more details on model
description, implementation, and results.

Section Text Generation: The task of Section
Text Generation involves generating a summary
of the given doctor-patient conversation. We pro-
pose an ensemble of 3 transformer-based mod-
els, i.e, BART-large, BioBART-large, and few-shot
GPT-3 for the same. Here, we fine-tune BART-
large Lewis et al. (2019) and BioBART-large Yuan
et al. (2022) transformer models in a sequence-
to-sequence paradigm on our training dataset. The

models were fine-tuned with input as doctor-patient
conversations and output as associated section text
with the training objective of maximizing the like-
lihood of the generated summary.

For GPT-3, we adopt a few-shot prompt
engineering-based Liu et al. (2023) approach for
generating our section text. Few-shot prompting
helps enable in-context learning for large language
models like GPT-3. Figure 2 shows a detailed an-
notation of the GPT-3 prompt that we use for our
purpose. In the figure, <Dialogue Example> is an
example dialogue from the training dataset that we
sample randomly based on the predicted section
header(<Section Header>) on the <Test Dialogue>
sequence. The intuition behind adding this extra
knowledge to our prompt was to help our model
learn the writing style of actual section text. We
also experimented by giving multiple examples of
dialogue, section header, and section text as a part
of our prompt. Please refer to Section 6 for more
details on experiments.

During our initial analysis of the training dataset,
we observed that there were certain specific writing
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Figure 2: GPT-3 prompt structure

Header Full Header
Fam/Sochx Family History/Social His-

tory
Genhx History of Present Illness

Pastmedicalhx Past Medical History
Cc Chief Complaint

Pastsurgical Past Surgical History
Allergy

Ros Review of Systems
Medications
Assessment

Exam
Diagnosis

Disposition
Plan

Edcourse Emergency Department
Course

Immunizations
Imaging
Gynhx Gynecologic History

Procedures
Other_history

Labs

Table 4: List of all section headers and their full forms

patterns present in the section text. For example
- in numerous cases, the section text for ‘History
of Present Illness’ starts with the patient’s age and
gender. There were also cases where section text
had words like ‘Noncontributory’, ‘None’, etc. To
accommodate such a writing style in the model’s
output, we added an additional text called <Cover-
age Text> for some of the selected section headers.
We have shown some examples of coverage text in
Table 2.

Figure 1 shows the inference flow of the Section
Text Generation pipeline. Once the section text
from each of the models is generated, we score all
of them and pick the one with the maximum score
as our choice of final generated section text. For
each section text, we calculate a final score based
on a weighted scoring scheme that combines both
central and syntactic similarity scores with weights
w1 and w2 respectively. We found w1 = w2 = 0.5
to work best for our use case. For calculating cen-
tral similarity for each of the generated section text,
we implement the work done in Kobayashi (2018)
and for syntactic similarity, we calculate the token-
level Jaccard similarity between the section text
and input dialogue. Jaccard similarity is defined
as the ratio between the intersection of two sets
and the union of two sets, and it is often used as
a metric of similarity. Intuitively, section text that
centrally captures the majority theme across all
the generated section texts will have a high central
similarity score, whereas, the syntactic similarity
would help ensure faithfulness. Goel et al. (2021)
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Dialogue AS GS R1
Doctor: Do you drink alcohol or smoke
cigarettes? Patient: No, I do not. Doctor:
Are you sure? Patient: Yes.

Denies the use of alco-
hol or tobacco.

Denies the use of alco-
hol or tobacco.

1.0

Doctor: Have you ever had surgery? Pa-
tient: One too many times. Doctor:
Which ones? Patient: I had my appendix
taken out and glaucoma surgery fairly re-
cently. I also had my gallbladder taken out
ten years ago and a partial colon resection
due to colon cancer in nineteen sixty one.
Doctor: Any recurring episodes of colon
cancer? Patient: No, thankfully.

Partial colon resection
of colon carcinoma in
1961 with no recur-
rence, cholecystectomy
10 years ago, appendec-
tomy, and glaucoma
surgery.

Appendectomy and
glaucoma surgery.
Cholecystectomy 10
years ago and partial
colon resection due to
colon cancer in 1961.

70.3

Doctor: Any difficulty in hearing? Pa-
tient: No. Doctor: Difficulty swallowing?
Patient: Um no. Doctor: Any double vi-
sion or blurred vision or difficulty seeing
things properly? Patient: No, no prob-
lem at all. Doctor: Okay. Doctor: How
about headaches or migraine? Patient: No
headache. Doctor: Did you notice any
change in your bowel moment? Patient:
No, it is the same. Doctor: Any pain while
urinating or change in frequency? Patient:
No. Doctor: Okay.

No headaches. No vi-
sual, hearing, or swal-
lowing difficulties. No
changes in bowel or uri-
nary habits.

NEUROLOGICAL:
No difficulty in
hearing, swallowing,
double vision, blurred
vision, headaches,
or migraines. GAS-
TROINTESTINAL:
No change in bowel
movements or diffi-
culty urinating.

48.7

Doctor: It seems like you are not feeling
very well today? Patient: Yeah. I have
had diarrhea and pain in my stomach. Doc-
tor: Have you experienced any vomiting?
Patient: Yes. I threw up this morning."

Diarrhea, vomiting,
and abdominal pain.

The patient states that
he is not feeling very
well today. He has had
diarrhea and pain in his
stomach this morning,
and he has had vomit-
ing this morning.

23.5

Doctor: I will do some examinations on
you. I will check your chest and then I
will talk to you as I move forward, okay?
Patient: I’m okay with that. Doctor: So,
let’s see what we have here. Hm, Yeah,
just looks good. I do not find anything
abnormal.

CHEST: The chest ex-
amination is unremark-
able.

Chest x-ray without
any abnormality.

16.7

Guest_clinician: I did a review of her
systems, and everything looks normal
other than what was mentioned earlier.
Doctor: Okay, thanks for your help.
Guest_clinician: No problem.

The remaining ROS is
unremarkable.

Review of Systems:
Everything appears to
be normal other than
what was mentioned
earlier.

0.0

Doctor: Are you allergic to anything, food
or medicines? Patient: No allergies that I
know of.

None. No known drug aller-
gies.

0.0

Table 5: Examples are arranged in decreasing order of R1. Here, AS, GS, and R1 refer to the actual, generated
section texts, and Rouge-1 respectively.
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defines a faithful summary to be one that contains
minimal information outside the source text. Fi-
nally, output from both pipelines is used to report
the final generated clinical note.

5 Model Background

In this section, we discuss in brief the background
of various machine learning models that we have
used in our implementation.

Bio_ClinicalBERT: The Bio_ClinicalBERT3

model is initialized from BioBERT Lee et al. (2020)
and trained on all notes from MIMIC III John-
son et al. (2016), a database containing electronic
health records from ICU patients. The model was
pre-trained on a GeForce GTX TITAN X 12 GB
GPU, on a batch size of 32, a maximum sequence
length of 128, and a learning rate of 5x10-5.

BART & BioBART: BART Lewis et al. (2019) 4

is a transformer encoder-decoder (seq2seq) model
with a bidirectional (BERT-like) encoder and an
autoregressive decoder to perform complex NLG
tasks like summarization, translation, etc. BART
is pre-trained to reconstruct the original text from
the noisy text. BioBART Yuan et al. (2022) 5, a
BART variant was pre-trained on PubMed abstracts
to achieve biomedical domain adaption.

GPT-3: GPT-3 Brown et al. (2020) is an auto-
regressive language model with 175 billion param-
eters. It achieves strong performance on many
NLP datasets, including translation, and question-
answering, as well as several tasks that require
on-the-fly reasoning or domain adaptation.

6 Experiments and Results

In this section, we discuss experiments, implemen-
tation details, and results obtained for both our
tasks.

Section Header Identification: We trained
Fasttext Joulin et al. (2016) along with mul-
tiple BERT variants like BERT-base Devlin
et al. (2018), RoBERTa Liu et al. (2019), and
Bio_ClinicalBERT Alsentzer et al. (2019) for iden-
tifying section headers from doctor-patient dia-
logues. We use simpletransformers Rajapakse

3Bio_ClinicalBERT Model:https://huggingface.
co/emilyalsentzer/Bio_ClinicalBERT

4BART Model: https://huggingface.co/
facebook/bart-large

5BioBART Model: https://huggingface.co/
GanjinZero/biobart-large

(2019) python library for fine-tuning all our
transformer models. Amongst all of them,
Bio_ClinicalBERT gave us the best score on the
validation dataset. Our final model also incorpo-
rates a Keyword-based categorizer in the pipeline
giving us the best accuracy of 77% on the valida-
tion set. We use weighted cross-entropy as our
loss function because of the skewed distribution
of headers in the training data. The corresponding
weights per header category were calculated using
sklearn’s compute_class_weight function on the
training dataset and we train our best model for 10
epochs.

Section Text Generation: We fine-tuned BART,
BioBART architectures and, also inferred GPT-3
model in a few-shot setting. Interestingly, GPT-3
in the few-shot setting outperforms all our fully
supervised models by 1.2+ Rouge-Avg points (Re-
fer Table 7). Rouge-Avg(RA) is the average score
of Rouge-1 (R1), Rouge-2 (R2), Rouge-L (RL),
and RougeLSum (RLS). We train both our BART-
large and BioBART-large models for 5 epochs, set
a beam size of 5 while decoding the sequence, and
use the cross-entropy loss as our objective func-
tion. We tuned all the hyperparameters based on
the performance of our model on the validation
set. Before coming up with the final prompt struc-
ture for few-shot GPT-3, we experimented with a
couple of things. We tested by keeping <Section
Header> in their original form (as received in train-
ing data - acronymized) and also by replacing them
to their full form, as received in the tasks descrip-
tion. Please refer to table 4 for a list of all headers
and their expanded forms.

We experimented with the number of ground
truth examples for our prompt. We tested with
a maximum of 3 examples, because, for values
higher than 3, the rate of getting the maximum to-
ken limit error from the GPT-3 API had increased
significantly. Across 0, 1, 2, and 3, we found 3 to
be giving the best results on the validation set. Fi-
nally, our ensemble of BART, BioBART, and GPT-
3 outperforms all our individual models by 0.9+
Rouge-Avg points (Refer Table 7) on the valida-
tion dataset. Some sample dialogues and generated
section text are shown in Table 5.

Table 6 and 7 show the result of our evalua-
tion for the Section Header Identification and Sec-
tion Text Generation pipeline on the validation and
test datasets respectively. The evaluators report
a few more metrics such as BERTScore Zhang
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Split Method Accuracy

Val
Fine-tuned Bio_ClinicalBERT 0.75

Fine-tuned Bio_ClinicalBERT + KW Classifier 0.77
Test Fine-tuned Bio_ClinicalBERT + KW Classifier 0.73

Table 6: Section Header classification from Dialogue on Val set. Here, KW stands for Keyword-based.

Split Method R1 R2 RL RLS RA BSF BLEURT

Val

Fine-tuned BioBART-large 38.1 14.8 31.0 31.0 28.7 - -
Fine-tuned BART-large 39.0 14.6 31.6 31.4 29.2 - -

Few-shot GPT-3 40.3 16.5 32.4 32.2 30.4 - -
Ensemble 41.6 17.2 33.1 33.3 31.3 - -

Test Ensemble 39.8 17.17 33.14 33.13 30.81 69.82 53.5

Table 7: Section text generation from Dialogue on the validation set. Here, R1, R2, RL, RLS, RA, and BSF refer to
Rouge-1, Rouge-2, Rouge-L, RougeLSum, Rouge-Avg, and BertScore-F1 respectively.

et al. (2019), a metric that focuses on comput-
ing semantic similarity between tokens of refer-
ence and hypothesis, and BLEURT Sellam et al.
(2020), a learned evaluation metric based on BERT
for evaluating the generated summaries. The de-
fault models used for calculating BERTScore and
BLEURT were ‘microsoft/deberta-xlarge-mnli’ 6

and ‘BLEURT-20’7 respectively. We report the
score for these metrics in Table 7 for the test
datasets due to computing constraints.

7 Observations

Here we discuss some observations that we made
on results as shown in Table 5.

• With reference to examples 1 and 2, our model
was able to correctly capture the year, dura-
tion, and other diagnostic details.

• With reference to example 3, our model was
able to capture more details and also at-
tempted to categorize diagnosis under relevant
categories, which was not originally present
in the ground truth summary.

• With reference to examples 4 and 5, our model
generated some made-up facts such as the du-
ration of the day, and the chest examination
being an x-ray.

• With reference to examples 6 and 7, our model
was accurately able to generate text with the

6DeBERTa Model: https://huggingface.co/
microsoft/deberta-xlarge-mnli

7BLEURT-20 Model: https://huggingface.co/
lucadiliello/BLEURT-20

same findings. However, it wrote it in an elab-
orate manner pushing R1 to 0.0.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented a novel ensemble-based ap-
proach for the task of automatic short medical
dialogue to note summarization. Our method ef-
fectively combines fully supervised transformer
models, few-shot GPT-3, and rule-based systems,
generating accurate and coherent summaries of
doctor-patient conversations. The proposed sys-
tem demonstrates competitive performance on the
MEDIQA-Chat 2023 Task A, highlighting its po-
tential to enhance telecare and healthcare services.

As part of future work, we plan to explore ad-
vanced pre-trained models and techniques to fur-
ther improve our system’s performance in the med-
ical context. Additionally, we aim to investigate
the applicability of our approach in handling more
complex dialogues. We also plan to conduct an
in-depth analysis of the generated summaries to
identify areas for further fine-tuning.
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